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Doc No. Letter
12-1532-65 Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction 901A/67 undated, signed by L VIC: Blum, for a Party Cell, passed to the United States military personnel on 27 December 1965, on the recommendation of General V K Hoang, who is a member of the Vietnam Workers Party (VNP). The letter states that the recipient is a suitable candidate for further evaluation.

12-1533-65 Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction 901A/67, undated, signed by L VIC: Blum, for a Party Cell, passed to the United States military personnel on 27 December 1965, on the recommendation of General V K Hoang, who is a member of the Vietnam Workers Party (VNP). The letter states that the recipient is a suitable candidate for further evaluation.

12-1534-65 Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction 901A/67, undated, signed by L VIC: Blum, for a Party Cell, passed to the United States military personnel on 27 December 1965, on the recommendation of General V K Hoang, who is a member of the Vietnam Workers Party (VNP). The letter states that the recipient is a suitable candidate for further evaluation.
Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #026/QT, dated April 1, 1966, signed by Le Van Binh for a Party Committee Committee, transmitted by Tran Quang for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Nguyen Van Nang, born in 1923 in Phuoc Long, Tay Ninh, Died March 5, 1949, Party member since October 1948, enlisted in September 1945, Company Commander of RQ 21, and transferred to...

Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #032/QT, dated April 1, 1966, signed by Le Van Binh for a Party Committee Committee, transmitted by Tran Quang for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Nguyen Van Nang, born in 1927 in Phuoc Long, Tay Ninh, Died March 5, 1949, Party member since October 1948, enlisted in September 1945, Battalion Commander of RQ 21, and transferred to...

Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #035/QT, dated April 1, 1966, signed by Le Van Binh for a Party Committee Committee, transmitted by Tran Quang for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Pham Ba Xuan, born in 1932 in Phuoc Long, Tay Ninh, Died March 5, 1949, Party member since February 1934, Company Commander of RQ 21, and transferred to...

Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #036/QT, dated April 1, 1966, signed by Le Van Binh for a Party Committee Committee, transmitted by Tran Quang for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Vu Viet Kinh, born in 1940 in Binh Thuan, Tay Ninh, Died March 5, 1949, Group member on 28 November 1957, enlisted on 25 February 1965, soldier of RQ 21, and transferred to...
Summary

12-1539-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of Introduction # 003/GT, undated, signed by Blank for B068, introducing Bong Xuan, Thu born in 1921, in Hue, Quang Tri, Hue (VWH), date of admittance December 1948, enlisted on 23 March 1959, assistant squad leader of 1/2/1, transferred to 2/1/7.

(No further exploitable information)

12-1540-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of Introduction #001/GT, undated, signed by Blank for B068, introducing Nguyen Van Thanh born in August 1940, in Blank group member on 24 April 1964, enlisted on 15 April 1965, soldier of 1/2/1, and transferred to 2/1/7.

(No further exploitable information)

12-1541-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of Introduction #006/GT, undated, signed by Blank for B068, introducing Nguyen Van Hien born in 1946, in Blank group member on 2 May 65, enlisted on 15 April 1964, soldier of 1/2/1 and transferred to Blank.

(No further exploitable information)

12-1542-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of Introduction #007/GT, undated, signed by Blank for B068, introducing Nguyen Quoc Hung born in 1947 in Can Tho, An Giang (VWH), group member on 10 March 1964, enlisted on 2 Jan 55, soldier of 2/4/1, and transferred to 1/2/1.

(No further exploitable information)

12-1543-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of Introduction #013/GT, undated, signed by Leong Hien for a Party Chapter Committee transmitting by Blank for a Battalion Party Committee - introducing Do Phu born in 1924. In
12-1544-65 Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #003/QT, undated, signed by Lương Bình for a Party Chapter Committee transmitted by Trịnh Quân for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Le Bình (Châu born in 1931 in Hùng Đạo, Hòn Đất, An Giang Province, Party member on January 1958, enlisted in July 1959, Field Grade Officer of RQ-24, transferred to 9/9/65)

14 Dec 65, #9995222
FFV (3rd Marine Div.)
Received 12/18/65
18 December 1965

12-1545-65 Letter of introduction

Letter of introduction #006/QT, undated, signed by Nguyễn Bình for a Party Chapter Committee transmitted by Trịnh Quân for a Battalion Party Committee introducing Nguyễn Văn Thụy born in 1953 in Hòa Bình, Hùng Đạo, An Giang Province, Party member in August 1965, enlisted on June 1964, Staff Sergeant, Officer of RQ-21, transferred to 9/9/65.

14 Dec 65, #9995222
FFV (3rd Marine Div.)
Received 12/18/65
18 December 1965

12-1546-65 Letter of introduction


14 Dec 65, #9995222
FFV (3rd Marine Div.)
Received 12/18/65
18 December 1965
Doc No.  

Summary

Born in 1902 in Da Nin, Tien, Con Dinh, Ha Bac (Hanoi), Party member in July 1925, enlisted in October 1926, Company Executive Officer of Bn. 21, transferred to [Blank].

No further exploitable information.

12-1546-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of introduction # 003/DT, undated, signed by [Blank], for 600s, transmitted by [Blank], introducing Le Ngoc Binh born in 1946 in Tho Ha, Giai Xa, Phu Tan (Ha Noi), Group member on 12 June 1964, enlisted 23 February 1965, soldier of Bn. 21, transferred to [Blank].

No further exploitable information.

12-1546-65 Letter of Introduction

Letter of introduction # 005/DT, undated, signed by [Blank], for 600s transmitted by [Blank], introducing Toan Van Ngoc born in 1947 in Doan Ha, Gio Lo, Ha Bac (Hanoi), Group member on 7 September 1964, enlisted 15 April 1965, soldier of Bn. 21, transferred to [Blank].

No further exploitable information.

[Signature]
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Chief, Document Exploitation Center